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San Francisco Chopin
Foundation Annual
Birthday Concert

Presentation at LMU on
“War Through a
Woman’s Eyes”

Featured Pianist Esther Keel

By: Betsy Cepielik

Los Angeles Religious Education Congress
Polish Community Display

By: Joanne Winetzki
Braving a rainy, blustery San Francisco
afternoon, Chopin aficionados were
rewarded with an exceptionally
entertaining musical event on Sunday,
February 21, 2010. The Chopin Birthday
Concert is sponsored annually by The
Chopin Foundation San Francisco Chapter
and Old First Concerts at Old First
Church, 1751 Sacramento Street at Van
Ness Avenue, San Francisco. In
celebration of the bicentenary of Fryderyk
Chopin, the sponsors chose to feature the
distinguished young pianist Esther Keel
who made her debut at 13 with Esa-Pekka
Salonen and the Los Angeles
Philharmonic. The inspiration to
showcase a rising young pianist seemed
especially appropriate to follow Garrick
Ohlsson’s recital at Zellerbach Hall in
Berkeley in January. It reminds us that
Chopin himself was once an aspiring
young talent eager to make his mark in the
music world.
Settling herself at the keyboard, Ms.
Keel’s assured demeanor and elegant
appearance seemed to transform the
audience of strangers at a public
performance into an intimate gathering of
friends at a Paris salon. The entire
program evinced the 19th century Paris
salons frequented by Chopin. At these
soirees the assemblage could enjoy the
music like a fine wine, a beautiful
painting or a piece of writing that touches
the very depths of the heart. Keel elicits
that intimate quality when playing the
piano that makes the heart sing, break, or
simply allows the imagination to take
flight. Her performance brought to mind a
statement Heinrich Heine made regarding
Chopin’s playing, ―Chopin does not
derive his satisfaction from the fact that
his hands are applauded by other hands
for their agile dexterity. He aspires to a
greater success; his fingers are the
servants of his soul, and his soul is
applauded by those who do not merely
listen with their ears, but also with their
souls.‖
The program began with the Ballade No
1 in G minor, Op. 23. Originally the term
ballade was used only for poetry until
Chopin took the idea further by writing
them for the piano. An authority on 19th
century keyboard music, Frank Cooper
writes, ―…evidence from Chopin himself
points to a literary source rooted deep in
Polish nationalism: the ballades of
Chopin’s friend, the poet Adam
Mickiewicz.‖ Gently caressing the keys,
Keel evoked the dreaminess of a reverie
that she followed with a formidable
demonstration of the power of both the
composition and the pianist. Next, the
Nocturne in D-flat major, Op. 27, No. 2,
is considered by many to be among
Chopin’s most beautiful ones. Keel’s
inherent musicality enhanced, ―a
spontaneous, seemingly artless flow of
endless melody,‖ words attributed to the
actor Joseph-Isadore Samson, a
contemporary of Chopin.
Keel’s choice of Etude Op. 25, No. 6
―Thirds‖ and Etude Op. 10, No. 12
―Revolutionary‖ aptly exhibit her
virtuosity that places intelligent
interpretation of the music ahead of
brandishing formidable technique. In the
first, Cooper explains its technical
problem of rapidly executing right-hand
thirds, ―not for brilliant display but,
rather, for poetic melodiousness.‖ This is
Keel’s forte. The ―Revolutionary‖ Etude,
on the other hand, was executed with all
the frenzy and frustration of war and
occupation, yet with an underlying
excitement of hope so characteristic of the
Polish spirit. In all four Mazurkas Op. 30,
the artist captured that delightful and
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Terry Tegnazian

On March 21 a very outstanding
presentation took place at Loyola
Marymount University. The Polish
American Historical Association and
Polish American Congress were the
sponsors of War Through a Woman’s
Eyes.
Aquila Polonica Publisher and actress
Annette Azcuy brought to life the book
―The Mermaid and the Messerschmitt‖
with their dramatic and emotional
narration and reading of the book,
interspersed with World War II pictures
on a large screen.

For the third consecutive year the Polish
American Congress (PAC) - Southern
California Division participated in the Los
Angeles Religious Education Congress which
was held on March 19 - 21 at the Anaheim
Convention Center. Approximately 45,000
people attended the three day event. Many
ethnic groups from the Los Angeles
Archdiocese’s Ethnic Ministry (under the
leadership of Bishop Alexander Salazar)
participated, showing their various religious
icons and customs germane to their
communities. Religious seminars (groups of
up to 200) on a variety of topics were held.
There was a blend of educational and L. Natalia Kamińska and Betsy Cepielik
commercial. Many vendors sold a variety of
were Friday’s volunteers
items ranging from beautiful manger scenes,
priestly garments, and many other religious displays.
The volunteers who passed out literature and answered questions at the PAC display
were Stasia Wideryński, Michael Dutkowski, Grace Małolepsza, Betsy Cepielik and Los
Angeles Ethnic Ministry participants Natalia Kamińska, and Richard Wideryński. ❒
__________

A Review of
“Music From Poland”
By: Elaine Kathryn Andres

Annette Azcuy is half-Polish whose
mother had been interned at Dachau. Miss
Azcuy delivered the readings from the
book with truly emotional feelings.
Between readings Terry Tegnazian gave
background information.
―The Mermaid and the Messerschmitt‖
tells the story of Ruta Langer (an
Merican), her mother, and two children in
Poland during the first part of WW II –
her struggle to survive through the
bombings, horrors, and starvation.
The long-lost short film ―Siege‖,
narrated by Julian Brian, was also part of
the program. Mr. Brian was in Warsaw
and documented the horrors of was. The
film was sponsored by RKO and
nominated in 1940 for an Academy
Award. Somehow the film was lost
afterwards, but Mrs. Tegnazian was able
to find it.
Aquila Polonica’s next publication is
―The Ice Road‖ – the epic journey from
the Stalinist Labor Camps to freedom.
A wine and cheese reception, hosted by
Theresa Dudzick, Grace Małolepsza, and
Jamee Harassick followed.
Kudos to Terry Tegnazian for her
tenacious research on this long lost part of
Polish history – which most be taught to
the current generations and also those
educated in communist Poland. 
__________
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On the evening of Saturday, March 13,
2010, the La Jolla Symphony and Chorus
Association hosted the opening night of
their program ―Music from Poland‖—the
fourth concert in their 2009-2010 season,
themed ―Emerging Voices.‖ Performing
works by Krzysztof Penderecki and Karol
Szymanowski, the symphony played at
the University of California San Diego’s
Mandeville auditorium under the direction
of David Chase.
The concert opened with the U.S.
premiere of Penderecki’s Chaconne in
Memory of John Paul II, the final
movement of the composer’s Polish
Requiem which was added upon the
Pope’s death in 2005. Scored only for
string orchestra, Penderecki’s Chaconne is
a richly layered and menacing piece.
Anchored by a slow ground bass line, the
highlight of the piece is the sinuous and
complex variations played by the upper
string section. These lines were executed
with very exact and unified articulation by
each musician, creating a precise chaos.
Chase’s treatment of the transitions
between the 4/8 and 3/8 time signatures
throughout the performance established a
haunting sense of push and pull. The piece
ended with a piquant harmonic effect in
the upper strings that faded into a reverent
silence.
The concert then transitioned to Karol
Szymanowski’s Symphonie Concertante
(Symphony No. 4, Opus 60), a drastic
change in mood from the concert’s
opener. My first time hearing this piece
live, I was taken by the lush texture of the
composition. Over a simple pizzicato
pulse produced by the strings, distinct
sound objects introduced themselves,
entering in a lively conversation with
piano soloist Peter Gach’s expressive and
percussive playing.
The orchestra’s
skillful dynamic control allowed for solos
to organically appear and disappear before
privileging the next musical idea. Chase’s
commanding direction during the work’s
spontaneous instances of climax produced
dense walls of sound that gave great

emotional weight to the composition’s
moments of silence.
Finally, the chorus joined the symphony
in the closing performance of
Szymanowski’s setting of the Stabat
Mater. Soprano Renee Calvo’s clean tone
and resigned dynamic treatment of the
melody portrayed the suffering and
strength of the Virgin Mary at the foot of
the cross that is described in the text.
Calvo set the passionate tone for the
performance. Janelle DeStafano, mezzo,
was particularly arresting with her broad
vocal resonance and impeccable
intonation; while Philip Larson’s rhythmic
accuracy and emphatic diction brought the
intensity and drama of the piece to its
peak. At times, though, the mezzosoprano and baritone solos were lost in
the collective ensemble’s fortes. Each of
the chorus’ sections delivered a pure vocal
quality, and when layered upon each other
and the lilting accompaniment of the
instrumentalists, they produced a distinct
color that reflected Szymanowski’s
exposure to French impressionist
composers. The chorus’ pronunciation of
the Polish was uniform; however at some
instances, their entrances were a bit
disunited. Throughout the six movements
of the Stabat Mater, the three solo voices
folded in and out of each other, the
chorus, and the instrumentalists, creating
an intricate and almost seamless aural
experience.
The La Jolla Symphony and Chorus’
overall successful celebration of
Penderecki and Szymanowski in the year
of Chopin’s bicentennial truly attests to
Poland’s long and rich musical legacy.
Elaine Kathryn Andres is a second-year
undergraduate at the University of
California San Diego, majoring in
Communication and Music Humanities.
Elaine has studied piano and voice since
grade school, performing as a soloist and
in several ensembles. She finds herself
fascinated with music as a nexus of
culture and finds it to be a lens through
which one can inquire about both the past
and present. At the university, she
continues to take courses in musicianship,
music culture and history with hopes of
pursuing a career in music journalism.
❒

